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Established idea-sets don’t update seamlessly. The tension between new and old views of nature is
e.g. documented in Galileo’s dialogs and now present in many fields. However the science of Bayesian
model-selection has made recent strides in both life & physical sciences, in effect suggesting that we
look to models which are quantitatively surprised least by present-day observations.
We illustrate the relevance of this to physics-education with a qualitative look at two paradigm-
shifts, namely from Lorentz-transform to metric-equation descriptions of motion in space-
time, and from classical to statistical thermodynamics with help from Boltzmann’s choice-
multiplicity & Shannon’s uncertainty. Connections of the latter to correlation measures behind
available-work, evolving complexity, and model-selection relevant to physics undergrads are also
explored.
New strategies are exemplified with Appendices for teachers on: anyspeed traffic-laws & 3-vector
velocity-addition, the energy-momentum half-plane lost to finite lightspeed, the modern distinction
between proper & geometric accelerations, metric-first kinematics with acceleration & differential-
aging, quantifying risk with a handful of coins, effective number of choices, available work in bits,
reversible-thermalization of life’s power-stream, and choice-multiplicity measures of layered complex-
system health.
PACS numbers: 05.70.Ce, 02.50.Wp, 75.10.Hk, 01.55.+b
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I. INTRODUCTION
Thomas Kuhn in his book1 on the structure of sci-
entific revolutions illustrated, with help especially from
physics examples, how the evolution of well-worn ap-
proaches naturally encounters resistance from experts in
the old2. Similarly Martin Gardner in his book on par-
ity inversion3 cites Hermann Kolbe’s negative reaction
to the prediction of carbon’s tetrahedral nature by Ja-
cobus van’t Hoff (Chemistry’s first Nobel Laureate). The
hullabaloo4 about the Nowak et al. paper5 on models for
evolving insect social behavior is a more recent research
example, while participants in the content-modernization
branch of physics education research (PER) have engag-
ing tales on the education side6.
Kuhn discusses new paradigms in terms of their ability
to adapt to new observations, while continuing to fill the
role of earlier models. Sometimes this is done by preserv-
ing the old models as special cases of new ones. Thus
relativity preserves Galilean kinematics as limiting be-
havior at low-speeds, and quantum mechanics preserves
Newtonian dynamics in the limit of high-mass.
The science of Bayesian inference applied to model-
selection may eventually offer a quantitative way to assess
new approaches. That’s because log-probability based
2Kullback-Leibler divergence, or the extent to which a
candidate model is surprised by emerging insights,
formally considers both goodness of fit (prediction qual-
ity) and algorithmic simplicity (Occam’s razor). This
strategy lies at the heart of independent approaches to
quantitative model-selection in both the physical and the
life sciences.
We review the basis for quantitative Bayesian model-
selection in this paper, perhaps for the first time “joined
up” in context of these independent developments, and
then qualitatively review old news e.g. that: (i) proper
velocity and acceleration are useful over a wider range
of conditions than their coordinate siblings; (ii) uncer-
tainty, and uncertainty slopes like coldness 1/kT, provide
insight into a wider range of thermal behaviors than does
T alone; and (iii) entropy has deep roots in Bayesian in-
ference, the correlation measure KL-divergence, and sim-
ple measures for effective freedom of choice. A set of ten
potentially-useful appendices is then provided for those
looking to explore specific aspects of these connections
with their class.
II. PRINCIPLES
Bayesian approaches to quantitative model-selection,
which show the assumptions behind standard statistical-
recipes as sub-cases, are slowly establishing themselves in
the physical and life sciences. In astronomy, physics and
engineering this is happening with help from maximum-
entropy approaches7. In behavioral ecology and the
life sciences it is happening with Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence based approaches like Akaike Information
Criterion8 (AIC). As discussed later in this paper, most
senior thermal-physics texts already reflect this shift.
Log-probabilities as surprisals9 of the form k ln[ 1p ] ≥ 0
(where constant k is 1ln[2] for bits, 1 for nats, etc.) add
when probabilities multiply, and are especially useful
in Bayesian inference when constraints on parameter-
averages are operational. Hence they they are impor-
tant tools not just in physics, but also in the formal ex-
tension of logic to cover any decisions based on partial
information10.
A. least-squares model-selection
By way of concrete example, N measurements of a
process-parameter y (with resolution δy and normally-
distributed errors having a standard-deviation of σy) are
expected to have an uncertainty (average surprisal) in
natural information units (nats) of
Sq/q ≃ N ln
[√
2πσy
δy
]
+
N
2
≥ 0 (1)
Generally the y-resolution δy of the data should be much
smaller than σy , i.e. the measurement would hopefully
FIG. 1: Probabilities of constant vs. linear fits using AIC.
have some empty resolution. If the two are equal one
expects about 2.05 bits of surprisal (or 1.42 nats) per
data point when one’s model and reality match perfectly,
which will increase as y-resolution becomes finer.
To a process-model f [Aˆ, x] having optimized fit-
parameters Aˆk for k = 1,K, the average-surprisal on
encountering the data is instead the log of the recipro-
cal likelihood, where likelihood p[D|AM ] is the proba-
bility of the data given a model with parameter-set Ak
for k = 1,K. This is in turn equal to the log of one over
the maximum-likelihood p[D|AˆM ], plus an Occam-factor
term ln[1/ΩM ] obtained from fit-parameter marginaliza-
tion that measures the amount of presumption needed to
arrive at the optimized parameter-set Aˆ. In other words
this is the cross-entropy:
Sp/q ≃ N ln
[√
2πσy
δy
]
+
1
2
N∑
i=1
(
yi − f [Aˆ, xi]
σy
)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
uncertainty in best-fit
+ ln
[
1
ΩM
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost of fit
(2)
so that the expected net-surprisal or KL-divergence
Ip/q = Sp/q − Sq/q between model and reality in nats
is:
Ip/q ≃
1
2
N∑
i=1
(
yi − f [Aˆ, xi]
σy
)2
+ ln
[
1
ΩM
]
− N
2
(3)
where on average Ip/q ≥ 0 is a measure of the deviation
between model probabilities and the reality that gener-
ated the datapoints {xi, yi} for i = 1, N . KL-divergence
will also come up here in our discussion of engineering-
measures for available-work.
Although this last expression requires knowledge of the
generating probability-set q, the resolution-dependent
3TABLE I: Paradigms to describe the building-blocks of atoms.
models 7→ particle/wave Bohr-like momentum’s link to Feynman’s view:
nature’s surprises dichotomy hybridizations spatial-frequency11 explore all paths12
atom levels are quantized !
particle-beams diffract ! !
single-particles self-interfere ! ! !
mapping deBroglie phase-shifts across single electrons13 ! ! !
term in the previous expression will be the same for
any model-function f [A, x] and associated probabilities p
used to analyze the same data. Hence the smallest Sp/q
value may be sought among different models as the best
bet, even if the generating probabilities q are unknown.
The optimum parameters Aˆk are of course estimated
by the usual least-squares minimization process, but the
Occam factor is less familiar to physicists. Gregory7 gives
an explicit expression for it when the model is linear in
the parameters, in terms of the parameter covariance-
matrix and the range ∆Ak of linear prior-probabilities
for the parameter values.
A more general approach to models which are clearly
simplifications of a complex reality (e.g. in the behavioral
sciences) involves AIC8 which (for large N) estimates
ln[1/ΩM ] as approximately K (the number of fit param-
eters). In the absence of specific information, this pro-
vides a rule for defining fit-parameter prior-probability
ranges in terms of parameter covariance-matrix eigenvec-
tors. AIC then simply compares Sp/q values (the aver-
age surprisal of model at the data) for competing models,
thus allowing for an unbiased comparison of models while
making no assumptions at all about reality’s uncertain-
ties i.e. about Sq/q.
Use of AIC to decide if two sets of data points are bet-
ter modeled with a sloped-line (K = 2), or with a con-
stant (K = 1), is illustrated in Fig. 1. To determine each
model’s probability p, they are given equal priors thus
setting p proportional to the marginalized-likelihoods
e−Sp/q , and then normalized to 1. Like other goodness-
of-fit measures (which can be seen as special cases of this)
the Occam factor term in such surprisal analyses in effect
adds a penalty for superfluous fit-parameters.
B. classroom model-analysis
Although we are not ready here to similarly quantify
evolving classroom paradigms, we propose to qualitatively
look (e.g. through simple tables) at the extent to which
various models of the physical world have been surprised
by newly-recognized phenomena. We illustrate this with
a few examples, based on content changes already under-
way in the evolving physics curriculum. In the process
we’ll get a chance to further explore the curious rela-
tionship between the technical concept of surprisal, and
vernacular uses for the word surprise.
FIG. 2: Motion described with one, or two, map-frames of
yardsticks & synchronized clocks.
A sample table on paradigms for the building blocks
of atoms, a subject not discussed in this paper, is pro-
vided in Table I. Exclamation marks indicate that a given
model (column) was (at least at first glance) a bit sur-
prised by a given phenomenon (row), even if with added
work it could accomodate the effect. Similar tables for
your own perspective on phenomena and models covered
in any given class, as it relates to the textbook in hand as
well as the larger picture, may be worth putting together
for sharing with your students and (e.g. in electronic col-
laboration spaces) with the larger teaching community as
well.
III. METRIC-BASED MOTION
As shown at the bottom of Fig. 2, the traditional
path to special relativity involves a pair of co-moving
map-frames with their own yardsticks and synchronized
4clocks. A bit of experimentation with x-ct diagrams,
for example, will show that these dual frames may be
necessary for a complete look at the effects of length-
contraction and frame-dependent simultaneity.
However the figure illustrates also how all of the
variables in the metric equation may be examined in
detail using only one map-frame (with yardsticks and
synchronized-clocks), along with a traveling clock. This
is important because the metric equation serves up a
more compact summary of relativistic kinematics, and
also paves the way to acceleration and gravity curved
space-time.
Einstein’s own path to relativity14,15 began with dual
frames and an impression of Minkowski’s tensor-form as
‘u¨berflu¨ssige Gelehrsamkeit’ (superfluous erudition), be-
fore recognizing the metric as a key to understanding
both accelerated-frames and gravitation. The goal here
is to explore advantages (and challenges for students)
of starting with the metric equation, before addressing
problems that require comoving systems of yardsticks
and synchronized-clocks.
In this context, Table II has columns for various
historical-approaches to describing motion and its causes.
The rows are for select observational phenomena that
helped to direct our choice of model from one historical-
approach to the next.
The transition from first to second columns (Aris-
totelian to Galilean/Newtonian dynamics) was e.g. the
subject of Galileo’s “Dialog concerning the two chief
world systems”, written as a play20 to keep him from
getting in trouble with the church. Galileo, trained to an-
alyze motions in terms of a late medieval impetus-theory
which held that continued motion of an object results
from an internal power implanted in it by its projector1,
turned his quantitative observational-focus toward the
concept of acceleration in effect coming up with our fa-
miliar equations of constant acceleration. This set the
stage for Newton’s formulation of the principle of iner-
tia, which in effect made unchanging speed the default
rather than a process in need of explanation.
The transition from the second to third columns (New-
tonian to relativistic dynamics) was driven by the connec-
tion between electricity and magnetism21, before we ac-
tually had experimental data e.g. on velocity-dependent
(and on gravitational) time-dilation. Nonetheless the in-
ferred upper-limit on coordinate-speed, plus the speed &
location dependence of time’s passage, persist today as a
source of surprise to beginners growing up in Newtonian
worlds.
The transition from the third to fourth columns (from
transformation-first to metric-first approaches) is more
subtle since the two share common axiomatic roots.
As Einstein recognized in trying to incorporate grav-
ity, however, the difference is not superfluous. In fact
introphysics textbooks increasingly show benefits of the
metric-first approach22 e.g. via concepts of proper-time
and proper-length used to break the symmetry between
dual-frames which was a historical trademark of the
Lorentz-first tradition. Since momentum is simply rest-
mass times the proper-velocity vector at all speeds23,24,
there’s no need for a speed-dependent mass25–28 to pre-
serve that relationship.
The first surprise for intro-physics class participants
may be that insight into motion at high speeds does
not have to begin with the dreaded equations of rela-
tive motion along with consideration of two separate-
sets of yardsticks, synchronized-clocks, and definitions
of simultaneity. The metric-first approach allows one to
get quite a lot done in the context of a single reference
“map-frame” of yardsticks and synchronized clocks, and
therefore a single reference-definition of simultaneity be-
tween events. The main new thing for Newtonians is this:
Time-elapsed on a clock depends on its motion with re-
spect to the reference map.
The second surprise for Lorentz-first proponents may
be that proper-velocity (map-distance traveled per unit
travler-time i.e. ~w ≡ d~x/dτ = γ~v) is the most
robust23,24 of several velocity-parameters that arrive with
the metric-equation’s frame-invariant proper-time vari-
able τ . Two other velocity-parameters (not including ra-
pidity) are our old friend coordinate-velocity ~v ≡ d~x/dt,
and the scalar Lorentz-factor γ ≡ dt/dτ . Proper-velocity
and coordinate-velocity are the same at low speeds, but
(as we show in Appendices A 1 and A2) it is proper-
velocity that is most directly-connected to traffic-safety,
and which retains the property of 3-vector additivity at
high speeds.
In Appendix A3, proper-velocity’s 4-vector partner-
ship with Lorentz-factor and its role as momentum per
unit mass yields a view of the kinetic-energy/momentum
continuum that might surprise Newton (and those like
Maxwell who fleshed in the relevance of his ideas to en-
ergy) as well. The finite speed of light does not put an
upper limit on proper-velocity like that on coordinate-
velocity, but it does drop a curtain on the free-particle
dispersion relation i.e. the range of allowed kinetic-
energy/momentum pairs.
The metric-first approach, perhaps surprisingly, does
not have the same reservations as does the Lorentz-
first approach about addressing accelerated-travel29,30.
One benefit of this (discussed in Appendix B 1) is an
option at the outset to adopt the equivalence-principle
dichotomy of accelerations and forces as either proper
or geometric, while at the same time distinguishing
“traveler-felt” proper-accelerations from that coordinate-
acceleration which (like coordinate-velocity) equals the
proper-quantity only at low speeds. Those geometric
“affine-connection” effects, locally explainable in terms
of “forces” that act on every ounce of an object but van-
ish with suitable choice of a free-float reference frame,
include familiar inertial-forces and may also include grav-
ity.
A more immediately-practical result is that anyspeed-
equations for constant proper-acceleration follow which
are direct analogs of the low-speed equations of constant
acceleration. These are discussed in Appendix B 2. If this
5TABLE II: Paradigms describing macroscopic motion and its causes.
models 7→ Aristotelian Galilean Lorentz-1st metric-1st
nature’s surprises dynamics Newtonian relativity16 dynamics17
force-free coasting !
frame-dependent clocks ! !
the lightspeed curtain ! !
single map-frame analyses ! ! !
three-vector velocity-addition ! ! !
proper vs geometric accelerations ! ! !
accelerated-frame curvature18 ! ! !
gravitationally-curved spacetime19 ! ! !
ability to track accelerated motion is combined with the
radar-time simultaneity definition of Dolby and Gull18,
this also opens the door to calculus-only exploration of
accelerated-frame curvature in flat space-time.
Finally, of course, the metric equation allows one to
explain gravity’s action at a distance. The recent book
by Taylor and Wheeler31 on scouting black holes with
calculus shows how only minor changes to the flat-space
metric equation allows introductory physics students to
have fun with high-curvature environments well.
IV. MULTIPLICITY-BASED
THERMODYNAMICS
Another well-defined paradigm-shift in the undergrad-
uate physics curriculum is the transition from historical-
axiomatic, to statistical, approaches to thermal physics.
In fact since the middle of last century, many of the se-
nior undergraduate texts have taken the statistical path
including those by Kittel & Kroemer38, Keith Stowe39,
Dan Schroeder40, and Claude Garrod41 who refers to
reciprocal-temperature as coldness.
We discuss this shift here for two reasons. The first
is that the transition has not been exploited in many
introductory physics texts42, with one exception being
Tom Moore’s introductory physics Unit T22.
The second reason is that the tools of statistical infer-
ence behind this transition in thermal physics are rele-
vant to a much wider range of complex-system applica-
tions to which physics courses can make a contribution.
One of these, in fact, is the science of model-selection
whose principles were discussed at the beginning of this
paper.
The big surprise for first-column theories e.g. of phlo-
giston and caloric1 may have been Joule’s observations of
heat’s mechanical-equivalent. Phenomenological discov-
eries of not yet well-explained gas laws and calorimetric
behaviors were also taking place in this time-frame.
Entropy-first inference had its roots in the late 19th
century, e.g. with the ensemble work of J. W. Gibbs and
the kinetic-theory work of L. Boltzmann. However its
recognition as a branch of statistical inference in general
had to await its application to communication systems
by C. Shannon33 and the joining up of the physics and
statistical-inference threads by E. T. Jaynes32,43,44 and
colleagues.
From the pedagogical point of view, the key strength
of the entropy-first approach is that it provides physical-
model assumptions to describe when the ideal-gas law
(e.g. accessible states W proportional to V N ), equipar-
tition (e.g. accessible states W proportional to EνN/2),
and mass action will serve as good approximations in
place of the phenomenological and/or axiomatic asser-
tions available before that. Senior undergraduate texts
already reflect these insights.
Another surprise to the early 19th century view was the
utility of negative absolute-temperatures in sub-systems
with an upper limit on total energy. In spite of a lovely
book on this subject by Westinghouse engineers34 in the
early 1960’s, the fact that energy’s uncertainty slope (i.e.
reciprocal-temperature or coldness between plus and mi-
nus infinity) drives the flow of heat from low to high slope
remains poorly-explained by scientists45 and a mystery
to lay-persons (and some meteorologists) today.
A related suprise to 19th century thermodynamicists
may have also been (since 1/kT = dS/dE) that the nat-
ural (as distinct from historical) units for temperature
become energy per unit information, and for heat ca-
pacities become bits46. In these contexts a universal
coldness/temperature-scale like that in Fig. 3 might help
your students move past the problem quickly.
The uncertainty-slope is measured in gigabytes per
nanoJoule because these are everyday concepts, although
the value is only about 9/8ths of 1/kT in nats per elec-
tronVolt so that the familiar room-temperature value for
kT as 1/40 eV places room temperature on this scale nat-
urally around 40 as well. Radial lines mark benchmark
temperatures in a variety of physical systems, including
selected atomic and nuclear population inversions. As an
added advantage, the plot maps the infinite reciprocal-
temperature manifold onto a finite interval using the
ln[N/n − 1] approximation to a spin-system’s entropy
derivative.
However the transition from entropy-first to
correlation-first is less well-discussed in texts, even
6TABLE III: Paradigms describing order-disorder processes in complex systems.
models 7→ Rennaisance early 19th century entropy-first correlation-first32,33
nature’s surprises engineering thermodynamics inference inference
heat’s mechanical equivalent !
entropy ⇔ accessible-states: S = kBoltzmann ln[W ] ! !
Gibbs’ ensemble constraints ! !
Onsager reciprocity & fluctuations ! !
communication-theory applications ! !
multiplicity ⇒ PV = NkT, E/N = (ν/2)kT etc. ! !
negative absolute reciprocal-temperatures34 ! !
negentropy35 & reversible computation ! !
KL-divergence as available-work36,37 ! ! !
correlation-analysis of molecule-codes, neural-nets, etc. ! ! !
evolution of multi-layer complexity ! ! !
FIG. 3: Coldness (1/kT) scale with nuclear/atomic inverted-
population states on left & heat-flow from low to high.
though it has wide-ranging cross-disciplinary applica-
tions to which physics-students can contribute. One of
these is the science of surprisal-based model selection
being explored qualitatively here. We expand a bit,
therefore, on that transition in the last section of this
paper.
V. CORRELATION-FIRST INFERENCE
To explore the connection between correlation-first and
entropy-first inference, we step back from entropy and
multiplicity to probability measures and then forward to
correlation measures. One advantage of this approach is
that it starts and ends with probabilities and statistical
inference, thus bypassing questions about the rationale
for its use in equilibrium thermodynamics43. Such tools
of Bayesian inference might in fact be applied to any
situations about which one has only partial information.
Telling students about the connection between
entropy-first and correlations-first approaches will also
allow physics to make contact with a number of other
lively disciplines, some of which are touched on in our ap-
pendices. Non-physics majors, in particular, may never
hear about these connections if they aren’t mentioned in
at least one of their physics classes.
A. surprisals
Recall that information units can be introduced by the
statement that # choices equals 2#bits or e#nats. In this
way very small probabilities p can be put into every-
day terms as the surprisal9 in bits of tossing n coins all
heads up, since p = 1/2#bits, with the added advantage
that surprisals add whenever their probabilities multiply
(Appendix B2). Evidence in bits10 for a true-false propo-
sition can similarly be written as e[p] = s[1 − p] − s[p],
where surprisal is s[p] = ln2[1/p].
All of these applications rely on the fact that proba-
bilities between 0 and 1 can be written as multiplicities
wp = 1/p between 1 and +∞ or as surprisals between 0
and +∞ using information units determined by the con-
stant k in the expression sp = k ln[1/p]. This surprisal
⇔ multiplicity ⇔ probability inter-conversion is summa-
rized by:
0 ≤ sp ≡ k ln [wp] ≡ k ln
[
1
p
]
≤ ∞ (4)
where of course the units are bits if k = 1/ ln[2].
7B. average surprisals
The treatments of the ideal gas law, equipartition,
mass action, and the laws of thermodynamics in the pre-
vious section connect to this tradition by defining uncer-
tainty or entropy S as an average surprisal e.g. in J/K
between 0 and +∞, Boltzmann’s multiplicity W between
1 and +∞ as eS/k where k is Boltzmann’s constant, and
1/W as a reciprocal-multiplicity between 0 and 1. Their
relevance to the thermal side of physics education has
been discussed above.
More generally the interconversion for the average sur-
prisal, uncertainty, or entropy associated with predicted
probability-set q, as measured by operating probability-
set p, can be written:
0 ≤ Sp/p ≤ Sq/p ≡ k ln
[
Wq/p
] ≡ k N∑
i=1
pi ln
[
1
qi
]
≤ ∞.
(5)
Thus cross-entropy Sq/p for an observation (in bits)
is the average-surprisal when a proposed-model
probability-set q differs from the operating-model
probability-set p. Although written for a discrete
probability-set, the expression is naturally adapted to
continuous as well as quantum-mechanical (amplitude-
squared) probability-sets44.
Note that the upper limit on Sp/p is ln2[N ]. Also the
fact that the cross-entropy Sq/p ≤ Sp/p, i.e. that mea-
surements using the wrong model q are always
likely to be more surprised by observational data
than those using the operating-model p, underlies
maximum-likelyhood curve-fitting and Bayesian model-
selection as well as the positivity of the correlation and
thermodynamic availability measures discussed below.
Thus in this two-distribution case, 1 ≤ Wq/p ≤ +∞
is an effective choice-multiplicity for expected prob-
ability set q in the face of operating-probability set p. In
general Wp/p ≤Wq/p. For the uniform N-probability set
ui = 1/N for i running from 1 to N, we can also say that
Wp/p ≤Wu/p = N =Wu/u ≤Wp/u.
C. net surprisals
The tracking of subsystem correlations has taken a
back seat in traditional thermodynamic use of log-
probability measures. This is illustrated e.g. by the tra-
ditional treatment of subsystem entropies as additive, in
effect promising that correlations between e.g. between
gas atoms in two volumes separated by a barrier can be
safely ignored. More generally, however, subsystem cor-
relations of the form IAB = SA + SB − SAB e.g. be-
tween a sent and a received message, or between traits
of a parent and of a child are both non-zero and of cen-
tral importance. Fortunately the maximum entropy dis-
cussed in macroscopic thermodynamics is little more than
minimum KL-divergence with an uncorrelated prior7, so
FIG. 4: Szilard vacuum-pump memory schematic relating
subsystem correlations to reversibly-thermalized work.
that physicists expert in its application to analog sys-
tems can already play a pivotal role informing students
who take physics courses about these connections across
disciplines.
In particular the foregoing are backdrop to the
paradigm-shift which broke out of physics into the wide
world of statistical inference in the mid-20th century33.
We’ll touch on only three of the many areas that it’s
connecting together today, based on their relevance to
cross-disciplinary interests of students in physics classes.
The specific application areas are: (i) thermodynamic
availability as in Appendix C 1, (ii) algorithmic model
selection as in Appendix C 2, and (iii) the evolution of
complexity as in Appendix D1. The surprisal⇔ multi-
plicity⇔ probability interconversion for these correlation
analyses may be written:
0 ≤ Iq/p ≡ k ln
[
Mq/p
] ≡ k N∑
i=1
pi ln
[
pi
qi
]
≤ ∞ (6)
Log-probability measures are useful for tracking
subsystem-correlations in digital as well in analog com-
plex systems. In particular tools based on Kullback-
Leibler divergence Iq/p ≥ 0 (the negative of Shannon-
Jaynes entropy7,43) and the matchup-multiplicity or
choice-reduction-factor Mq/p associated with reference
probability-set q have proven useful: (i) to engineers
for measuring available-work or exergy in thermody-
namic systems36, (ii) to communication scientists and
geneticists for studies of: regulatory-protein binding-site
structure47, relatedness48, network structure, & replica-
tion fidelity49,50, and (iii) to behavioral ecologists want-
ing to select from a set of simple-models the one which is
8FIG. 5: Momentum (blue), energy (red), & driver/pedestrian (yellow/green) reaction-times vs. proper & coordinate velocities.
least surprised by experimental data8,51 from a complex-
reality.
Thanks to their experience with use of log-probability
measures in analog physical-systems, physicists (plus
non-physics students who take courses from physicists)
can play a key role in the cross-disciplinary application
of informatics to complex systems. These correlation-
measures have 2nd law teeth (cf. D 1), e.g. making them
relevant to quantum computing37, and they enable one
to distinguish pair from higher-order correlations making
them relevant to the exploration of order-emergence in a
wide range of biological systems52,53. They may be espe-
cially useful in addressing challenges associated with the
sustainability of layered complex-systems, as discussed in
Appendix D3.
VI. DISCUSSION
The foregoing illustrates a simple qualitative-strategy
for evaluating conceptual approaches to a given subject,
inspired by quantitative developments across-disciplines
in statistical inference. Putting together your own sur-
prisal tables, in the areas discussed above as well as in
others might be helpful (e.g. moels of continental-drift or
of gene-based evolution) in clarifying why certain idea-
sets are used now, and why they might change in the
future. It may also help to share such tables with stu-
dents and invite their input, since the perspective of ex-
perts wiii likely differ from the perspective of beginners
particularly on the question of algorithmic complexity.
Similar adhoc analyses of surprisal might also, for ex-
ample, help each of us decide when it is (and is not)
appropriate to spend time in the educational arena e.g.
on: (i) geometric-algebra approaches54–56 to complex
numbers & cross-products, (ii) energy22 & least-action57
based introductions to mechanics, (iii) vector potential
introductions to magnetism58, (iv) explore-all-paths in-
troductions to quantum mechanics12. The approach may
even come in handy for sorting out differences in research
strategy, e.g. in deciding how much time to spend (in
context of a particular problem) on: (a) CPT approaches
to the application of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians59, (b)
molecule-code as distinct from kin-selection models of
evolving eusocial or altruistic behavior5, etc.
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Appendix A: Proper-velocity
Minkowski’s flatspace metric-equation naturally de-
fines the relation between traveler-time elapsed (δτ) and
the distance/time between events defined with respect
to the yardsticks (δ~r) and synchronized-clocks (δt) of
a single map-frame. It thereby defines the intercon-
version between three ways to describe rate of travel,
namely coordinate-velocity ~v ≡ δ~r/dt, proper-velocity
~w ≡ d~r/dτ , and the scalar Lorentz-factor γ ≡ dt/dτ .
9Proper-velocity, referred to by Shurcliff as the
“minimally-variant” parameter for describing position’s
rate of change, can simplify our understanding of many
relativistic processes. We choose three ways here that are
relevant to an introductory physics course, the first two
of which addresses the extent to which either coordinate
or proper velocity best extrapolates familiar low-speed
strategies to analysis at any speed.
1. traffic safety
If lightspeed were 55 [mph], would you
take down the highway speed-limit signs?
At speeds low compared to lightspeed c, the maximum
possible collision-damage generally depends on vehicle
kinetic-energy and momentum while the ability to mini-
mize or avoid collision-damage depends on the reaction-
times available to driver and pedestrian. These four
quantities are graphed in the figure at right as a function
of proper-velocity (on the left) and coordinate-velocity
(on the right).
As you can see, momentum p/mc = w/c scales linearly
with proper-velocity w/c at any speed while momentum’s
sensitivity to coordinate-velocity goes through the roof.
Kinetic-energy K/mc2 = γ − 1 where γ =
√
1 + (w/c)2
likewise scales nicely with proper-velocity, although a
slope-change in the super-relativistic limit brings kinetic-
energy and momentum into increasingly good agreement.
In a complementary way, driver reaction-time
cdτ/dx = c/w decreases inversely as proper-velocity at
any speed while its sensitivity to coordinate velocity
blows up. Pedestrian time-for-reaction after the warning
photon arrives i.e. c(dt/dx − 1/c) = cγ/w − 1 likewise
scales nicely with proper-velocity, but in this case a slope-
change in the super-relativistic limit makes it inversely-
proportional to proper-velocity squared.
Thus if one wishes to consider traffic-safety at high
speeds, or in Mr. Tompkins style universes60 with much
lower values for lightspeed, speed-limits should likely be
expressed in units of proper and not coordinate veloc-
ity. In other words, limiting travelers to less than 55
map-lightyears per traveler-year makes more sense than
limiting them to less than 0.999835 map-lightyears per
map-year, especially since the former only requires that
the speedometer divide traveler time into mile-marker
(i.e. map) distance.
An added shortcoming of coordinate-velocity is that
parameterizations in terms of it seldom lead to discus-
sion of the super-relativistic limit on the high side of
the transition at w/c = 1 map-lightyear/traveler-year.
This transition between sub and super relativistic is
seen in the figure at right as the 45 degree mark in
the circular-tradeoff of motion-through-time (dτ/dt) for
motion-through-space (dx/dt). In addition to preserving
low-speed properties, proper-velocity thus also leads to
clearer views of the super-relativistic regime.
FIG. 6: Adding w/c = 1 proper-velocity vectors.
2. 3-vector addition
Can familiar rules for adding 3-vector
velocities be put to use at any speed?
A useful mnemonic for relative motion in the Newto-
nian world is:
~vAC = ~vAB + ~vBC (A1)
where e.g. ~vAB is the vector velocity of object A with
respect to object B. Note that in general ~vAB = −~vBA,
and in sums “a common middle letter cancels out”.
For a relation that works for uni-directional velocity-
addition even at coordinate-speeds v near lightspeed c,
one might use the similar relationship:
wAC ≡ γACvAC = γABγBC (vAB + vBC) (A2)
where the proper-velocity ~w ≡ d~x/dτ = ~p/m is map-
distance ~x traveled per unit time τ on traveler-clocks,
coordinate-velocity ~v ≡ d~x/dt with v ≤ c is the usual
map-distance traveled per unit time t on map-clocks, and
Lorentz-factor γ ≡ dt/dτ = 1/
√
1− (v/c)2 = E/mc2 ≥
1 is the “speed of map-time per unit traveler-time” pro-
vided that the map-frame defines simultaneity.
Thus uni-directional coordinate-velocities add but
Lorentz-factors multiply when forming the proper-
velocity sum. This allows colliders (sometimes with
Lorentz-factors well over 105) to explore much higher-
speed collisions than would be possible with a fixed-
target accelerator.
In the any-speed and any-direction case, neither this
nor the familiar rule for adding coordinate-velocites takes
the shape of 3-vector addition. However addition of
proper-velocity 3-vectors can be written as:
~wAC ≡ γAC~vAC = (~wAB)C + ~wBC (A3)
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FIG. 7: Kinetic energy vs. momentum plot.
where C’s view of the out-of-frame proper-velocity
(~wAB)C is in the same direction as ~wAB ≡ γAB~vAB but
rescaled (in magnitude only) by a factor of (γBC + ~wAB ·
~wBC/(c
2(1 + γAB))) ≥ 0, as illustrated for “unit proper
velocities” in Fig. 5. Hence the original low-speed equa-
tion generalizes nicely when proper-velocity ~w ≡ d~x/dτ
is used instead of coordinate-velocity ~v ≡ d~x/dt.
3. energy vs. momentum
What does relativity say about everything
on a kinetic-energy versus momentum plot?
Vector proper-velocity ~w like vector momentum ~p =
m~w = mγ~v has no size upper-limit. Likewise for scalar
Lorentz-factor γ, which like kinetic energy K = (γ −
1)mc2 has no intrinsic upper-limit.
Hence Newton likely imagined that by choosing the ap-
propriate massm, objects may be found with any desired
mix of kinetic energy K and translational momentum p.
As shown in Figure 6, however, Minkowski’s metric equa-
tion:
(cδτ)2 = (cδt)2 − ~δr · ~δr (A4)
by defining Lorentz-factor in terms of coordinate-velocity
in effect lowers a curtain on kinetic-energy/momentum
space by making only the lower right half of it accessible
to moving objects.
The log-log plot in Figure 6, which also has lines of con-
stant mass and constant coordinate-velocity, thus pro-
vides students with an integrative view of kinetic-energy
and momentum space for a wide range of objects in (and
beyond) everyday experience. Thus for example if one
points these relationships out as early as possible in an
intro-physics course (perhaps as early as the kinematics-
section on relative velocities if one takes the time to
distinguish traveler-time τ from map-time t in defining
Lorentz factor γ ≡ dt/dτ as in the previous section), then
one may find opportunities again-and-again to refer back
to it as new phenomena come up in the course.
Appendix B: Proper-acceleration
By sticking with a single map-frame to define extended
simultaneity, one finds that equations for accelerated
motion also extapolate nicely from low to high speed.
The organizing parameter for this extension is the three
non-zero (spatial) components of an object’s acceleration
four-vector as seen from the vantage point of the object
itself.
This 3-vector is referred to as the object’s proper-
acceleration ~α. Again we discuss two uses for this quan-
tity that are most relevant to students in an intro-physics
course.
1. proper or geometric?
Equivalence replaces real versus inertial forces
with proper versus geometric.
For intro-physics students even at low speeds one might
point out that there are experimentally two kinds of
acceleration: proper-accelerations associated with the
push/pull of external forces, and geometric-accelerations
caused by choice of a reference-frame that is not geodesic
i.e. a local reference coordinate-system that is not“in
free-float”.
Typically proper-accelerations are felt through their
points of action e.g. through forces on the bottom of
your feet, or through interaction with electromagnetic
fields. On the other hand, geometric-accelerations as-
sociated with one’s coordinate choice are associated with
affine-connection forces (an extended version of the New-
tonian concept of inertial force) that act on every ounce
of an object’s being.
Affine-connection effects either vanish when seen from
the vantage point of a local free-float or geodesic frame
(an extended version of the Newtonian concept of inertial
frame), or give rise to non-local force effects on your mass
distribution which cannot be made to disappear. Some
of these are summarized in Table IV.
Although the following need not be shared, the as-
sertion above contains the essence of general relativity’s
equivalence principle which guarantees that Newton’s
Laws can be helpful locally in accelerated frames and
curved space time, provided that we invoke inertial
forces to explain the geometric-accelerations which op-
erate in those frames.
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TABLE IV: Acceleration types and various forces.
force name type proper geometric: non-free non-local
normal ⊕
string ⊕
spring ⊕
friction ⊕
drag ⊕
centripetal ⊕
electromagnetic ⊕
gravity ⊕
reaction “gees” ⊕
centrifugal ⊕
Coriolis effect ⊕
tidal ⊕
The mathematics of geometric accelerations comes
from the fact that in general relativity an object’s co-
ordinate acceleration (as distinct from only its proper-
acceleration 4-vector A) is equal to:
dUλ
dτ
= Aλ − ΓλµνUµUν (B1)
where geometric-accelerations are represented by the
affine-connection term Γ on the right hand side. These
may be the sum of as many as sixteen separate velocity
and position dependent terms. Coordinate acceleration
goes to zero whenever proper-acceleration is exactly can-
celed by that connection term, and thus when physical
and inertial forces add to zero.
2. accelerated roundtrips
Metric-1st approaches make accelerated-twin
roundtrips easy to analyze at any speed.
For unidirectional (1+1)D motion, the rapidity or
hyperbolic velocity angle η simply connects the inter-
changable velocity parameters Lorentz-factor γ ≡ dt/dτ ,
proper-velocity w ≡ dx/dτ and coordinate-velocity v ≡
dx/dt via:
η ≡ sinh−1
[w
c
]
= tanh−1
[v
c
]
= ± cosh−1 [γ] (B2)
These parameters may then be used to express the
proper-acceleration α experienced by an object travel-
ing with respect to a map-frame of co-moving yardsticks
and synchronized clocks in flat space time, in terms of its
coordinate-acceleration a which cannot be held constant
at high speed, as:
α ≡ 1
γ
dw
dτ
= γ3a, where a ≡ dv
dt
(B3)
FIG. 8: 1-gee proper-acceleration roundtrips.
This yields three integrals of constant proper-
accelerated motion that reduce to the familiar equations
of constant coordinate-acceleration at low speeds:
α =
∆w
∆t
= c
∆η
∆τ
= c2
∆γ
∆x
v≪c
=
∆v
∆t
v≪c
=
1
2
∆(v2)
∆x
(B4)
These in turn allow one for example to write out ana-
lytical solutions (cf. Fig. 8) for round-trips involving con-
stant 1 gee ≃ 1.03[ly/y2] accelerated/decelerated travel
between stars.
Appendix C: Choice multiplicities
Senior physics courses have for already been re-
arranged considering the fundamental role that multi-
plicity (and its logarithm, namely entropy) play in un-
derstanding and predicting behaviors. Although intro-
physics courses are weaker in this context, books like Tom
Moore’s “Six Ideas”22 have put choice-multiplicity where
it belongs at the start of the thermo-chapters.
Hence the only section in this Appendix is one for stu-
dents with virtually no math background. The hope is
that teachers will individually explore ways to introduce
the connection between bits and J/K, while at the same
time nurturing an appetite for textbook revisions that
better communicate the relation between thermal physics
and information theory downstream.
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FIG. 9: Logarithmic measures of probability and odds.
1. quantifying risk
N bits of surprisal (i.e. N heads in N tosses)
attaches modest numbers to very tiny risks.
Surprisal in bits (defined by probability = 1/2#bits)
might be useful to citizens in assessing risk and/or stan-
dards of evidence (cf. Fig. 9), because of its simple,
intuitive, and testable ability to connect even very small
probabilities with one’s experience at tossing coins. For
example, the surprisal of dying from a smallpox vaccina-
tion (one in a million) is about 19.9 bits (like 20 heads
in 20 tosses), while the surprisal of dying from smallpox
once you have it (one in three) is only about 1.6 bits (i.e.
more likely than 2 heads in 2 tosses).
Thus surprisal: (i) has meaning which is easy to remind
yourself of with a few coins in your pocket, (ii) reduces
huge numbers to much more intuitive size, and (iii) allows
one to combine risks ”from independent events” with ad-
dition/subtraction rather than multiplication/division.
For instance (from the numbers suggested above) your
chance of dying is decreased by getting the vaccination,
as long as the surprisal of getting smallpox without the
vaccination is less than 20−2 ≃ 18 bits. That means that
vaccination is your best bet (absent other information)
if your chances of being exposed to smallpox are greater
than those of getting 18 heads in 18 tosses (1 out of 218 ≃
333, 333).
Given the large difference between something with 2
bits of surprisal and something with 18, communications
bandwidth might be better spent by newsmedia provid-
ing us with numbers on observed surprisal, rather than
by reporting only that “there’s a chance” of something
bad (or good) happening. Saying the latter treats your
audience as consumers of spin rather than information.
Likewise, use of surprisals in communicating and mon-
itoring risks to medical patients could make patient de-
cisions about actions with a small chance of dire out-
comes as informed as possible. This could reduce the
costs of medical malpractice in the long run by empower-
ing patients with tools to make informed and responsible
choices, making the need for legal redress less frequent.
Thus the media for risk-assessing public could play a
key role in reducing the costs of defensive medicine. Some
might even enjoy surprisal data on the small probabilities
associated with some gambling opportunities. After all,
there really is more to the lottery than simply knowing
“the size of the pot”.
2. freedom of choice
How is the number of choices affected
by their likelihood of being chosen?
Just as #choices = 2
#bits is both a practical and acces-
sible way to introduce information units and surprisals
to students with or without a lot of math background,
so the effective number of accessible states W = eS/k is
a useful way to discuss entropies and average surprisals.
This has applications in thermal physics since when
extensive work-parameters like volume, energy, and num-
ber of particles are fixed (Gibbs’ micro-canonical case),
all states may be treated as equally probable and lovely
expressions follow for the assumptions behind (and hence
application domains for) the ideal gas law, equipartition,
and mass-action. Although simply counting states is
nice, the information we have available often results in
choices that are not all equally probable.
For example when a system is in contact with a thermal
reservoir (Gibbs’ canonical ensemble) the average energy
is fixed by the energy uncertainty-slope dS/dE)V N =
1/kT . ThenW becomes an effective number of accessible
states, each of whose occupation-probability depends on
its thermal energy ε in proportion to the Boltzmann-
factor e−ε/kTk.
Moving back from physics to statistical inference,
therefore, knowledge of occupation probabilities pi for
a set of states i = 1, N allows one to calculate both un-
certainties (in information units) and the associated mul-
tiplicity (i.e. an effective measure of number of choices).
In the notation of this paper, that is:
1 ≤Wp/p =
N∏
i=1
(
1
pi
)pi
= 2#bits ≤ N (C1)
This quantity has some interesting uses outside of
physics. It is important in data-compression, for exam-
ple, since a message with letter-patterns seldom used may
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be more compactly communicated in a language with all
symbols of equal likelihood33,49. It might also help ana-
lyze the effective number of food-choices in a restaurant
if customers mainly order one item even though 10 are
on the menu, particularly if you don’t want something
that has been sitting unrequested for week.
The nice thing about pedagogical use of choice-
multiplicities (as long as the numbers are small) is that
they may be less mysterious than entropy, even though
both have a rather messy definition in terms of state
probabilities. Another possible application of this will
be mentioned in Appendix D3.
Appendix D: Subsystem correlations
Of the integrative concepts discussed in this paper,
the least familiar to physicists (judging from textbooks,
at least) may be those associated with the logarithmic
correlation-measure sometimes referred to as Kullback-
Leibler divergence and its multiplicity, a kind of nor-
malized choice-reduction factor which is never less than
1. Hence in this Appendix we discuss the connection of
these measures to: (i) available work, (ii) information en-
gines relevant e.g. to energy-flow in both biology and in
computer science, and (iii) the evolution of multi-layer
complex analog as well as digital systems.
1. work’s availability
What’s the highest ambient T for
unpowered-conversion of 100C to 0C water?
Best-guess states (e.g. for atoms in a gas) are inferred
by maximizing the average-surprisal S (entropy) for a
given set of control parameters (like pressure P or vol-
ume V ). This constrained entropy maximization, both
classically and quantum mechanically, minimizes Gibbs
availability in entropy units A = −k ln[Z] where Z is a
constrained multiplicity or partition function.
When absolute temperature T is fixed, free-energy (T
times A) is also minimized. Thus if T , V and number
of molecules N are constant, the Helmholtz free energy
F = U−TS (where U is energy) is minimized as a system
“equilibrates”. If T and P are held constant (say during
processes in your body), the Gibbs free energy G = U +
PV −TS is minimized instead. The change in free energy
under these conditions is a measure of available work that
might be done in the process. Thus available work for an
ideal gas at constant temperature To and pressure Po is
W = ∆G = NkToΘ[V/Vo] where Vo = NkTo/Po and by
Gibbs inequality Θ[x] ≡ x− 1− ln[x] ≥ 0.
When this Gibbs function is applied to a ratio between
subsystem and ambient parameter-values which have a
power-law relation to state multiplicity W (as do en-
ergy in quadratic systems, and volume in ideal gases),
the function may be used to express the entropy gained
FIG. 10: Available work/gram vs. ambient temperature To
for 0◦ and 100◦ water in various states.
by the ambient minus that lost by a subsystem allowed
to equlibrate with that ambient. This entropy-difference
equals the KL-divergence or net-surprisal ∆I ≥ 0, de-
fined as the average value of k ln[p/po] where po is the
probability of a given state under ambient conditions.
KL-divergence times ambient temperature To therefore
yields the work available on thermalization.
For instance, the work available in equilibrating a
monatomic ideal gas to ambient values of Vo and To
is thus W = To∆I, where KL-divergence ∆I =
Nk(Θ[V/Vo] + (3/2)Θ[T/To]). The resulting contours of
constant KL-divergence put limits on the conversion of
hot to cold as in flame-powered air-conditioning, or in the
unpowered device to convert boiling-water to ice-water
(Fig. 10).
2. information engines
Life depends on subsystem-correlations created
by reversibly-thermalizing available-work.
As mentioned in the previous appendix, dimensionless
KL-divergence (first suggested by Gibbs? , and known
to engineers as exergy in units of kTo) is a parameter-
independent measure of thermodynamic availability. For
changes which obey ensemble-constraints (constant T in
the canonical ensemble case) it may also obtained by
dividing free-energy changes by kTambient. Reversible-
thermalization occurs (e.g. in Fig. 2) when Gibbs-
availability is converted from an ordered-energy (work)
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FIG. 11: Yeast Rap1 versus equiprobable sequence-energetics,
relating correlations to work as in Fig. 4.
form into a non-energy form (like subsystem-correlations)
while the energy associated with that input work is
dropped into the ambient reservoir as heat.
One consequence of this (as earlier illustrated in Fig.
4) is that a nanoJoule of available work in a room-
temperature ambient can be used to reversibly gener-
ate as much as 1/((273.15 + 22)kB ln[2])) ≃ 44.27 giga-
bytes of subsystem KL-divergence. Lower temperature
means higher uncertainty-slope. In fact natural-units
for reciprocal-temperature or coldness (e.g. GB/nJ) di-
rectly specify the amount of subsystem-correlation that
might by created per unit energy in such a process.
Thus cooling a CCD can reduce background-noise, and
irreversibly-thermalizing a gallon of gasoline without rea-
son is a considerable waste even if we weren’t trying to
limit our contributions to atmospheric CO2.
In spite of reversible-thermalization’s counter-intuitive
look in an engine-diagram (i.e. work is thermalized while
the order associated with it is retained), it has long been
of quantitative importance in the evolution of molecular
codes. It also promises to be important in the future of
computing. In the broader field of statistical inference,
moreover, its applications go way beyond the world of
atoms because KL-divergence is a comprehensive mea-
sure of subsystem-correlations, even when the observed-
averages used as inputs do not represent quantities which
might be conserved (like energy and volume) on random-
exchange between systems.
For example Tom Schneider at the National Cancer
Institute and Gary D. Stormo at Washington University
have explored the application of information theory to
analysis of genetic-sequence variability & evolution61,62.
The focus here is on the molecular mechanisms to in-
form protein-expression processes (which take place in-
side individual-cells) about processes-afoot in the organ-
ism and larger world around, something that the eukary-
otic cells of plants and animals do especially well.
In a nutshell, regulatory proteins (sometimes called
transcription-factors) bind to specific regions of the ge-
nomic DNA in order to influence the transcription of
nearby genes. The experimental surprise was that those
binding sites that are key to natural selection often devi-
ate from randomness by almost precisely the amount of
information needed for molecular recognition.
In other words it appears that for many types of DNA
binding site, that site’s KL-divergence or net-surprisal
relative to ambient, e.g.
Isequence =
L∑
i
Ii where Ii ≃
A,C,G,T∑
b
fbi ln2
[
fbi
pb
]
(D1)
in bits, and hence the difference (in units of RT ln[2])
between free-energy for binding to that sequence and the
free-energy for binding to an average sequence63, evolves
to match the information in bits (where #choices = 2
#bits)
needed to locate the site e.g.
Ifreq ≃ ln2
[
#bases
#sites
]
(D2)
and no more. This localizing information depends (to
first order) on only the site frequency (i.e. binding sites
per nucleotide), and hence only on the genome size (#
bases) and the number of binding sites for a given pro-
tein on that genome (# sites). Put another way, this is
a situation on the nano-scale where code-string informa-
tion content evolves to limits specified by the equilibrium
thermodynamics of subsystem correlations, as shown in
Fig. 11 in much the same way as in Szilard’s vacuum
pump memory (Fig. 4).
Exploring the physical processes by which these cor-
relations evolve is a present-day cross-disciplinary chal-
lenge. Recent work at Princeton52 has shown that total
correlation, a special case of KL-divergence and an ex-
tension of mutual information, can be dis-assembled with
maximum-entropy techniques into pair and post-pair in-
formation terms.
Pair correlations can be illustrated with a 2× 2 kanga-
roo problem64. For example if half of all kangaroos have
blue eyes and also half of them are left-handed, estimate
the fraction p11 of kangaroos that are both blue-eyed and
left-handed. Here p11 runs from 0 to 1/2, with a uniform-
prior (maximum-entropy) best-guess at p11 = 1/4. Pair
correlations over this interval run from 1 bit (blue always
goes with right) through 0 at the best-guess point (color
says nothing about handedness) back up to 1 bit (blue
always goes with left), while distribution entropy runs
from 1 bit (either right-blue or not) through 2 bits (left
or right, blue or not) up to 1 bit (either left-blue or not).
The simplest system to illustrate post-pair correlations
may be a 2 × 2 × 2 kangaroo system e.g. in which we
know that a quarter of all kangaroos are female with
blue eyes, a quarter are male with blue eyes, a quarter
are female and left-handed, a quarter are male and left-
handed, a quarter are left-handed with blue eyes, and a
15
quarter are right-handed with blue eyes. The fraction
p111 of kangaroos that are left-handed blue-eyed females
varies over its allowed range from 0 through 1/8 (best-
guess) to 1/4. Pair correlations are zero for all possible
choices (e.g. color alone says nothing about handedness),
with the extreme values of p111 showing exactly one bit
of post-pair correlation (2 bits of uncertainty as one of 4
equally-likely choices), while the best guess shows no cor-
relations at all (3 bits of uncertainty as one of 8 equally-
likely choices). When p111 is zero, of course, the 4 choices
are brown-right-male and its 3 “doubly-different” permu-
tations, while when p111 is 1/4, the choices are blue-left-
female etc.
The Schneidman et al.52 strategy allows us to break-
down any experimentally-observed subsystem correla-
tions into pair and post-pair components, making it nat-
ural to ask: Do subsystem correlations, e.g. between
chemicals in a cell or between neurons associated with a
sense-organ, first develop as pair correlations, then pair-
pair correlations, etc. as the system becomes increasingly
sophisticated?
Preliminary reports65 suggest that pair-correlations
constitute the lion’s share of the interaction even in
highly evolved systems. If we want to understand the
evolution of hierarchically-ordered complex systems, like
planetary surfaces with bilayer-membrane enclosed cells
organized into organisms that can work together, we
may have to look to the thermodynamics of boundary-
emergence and symmetry-breaking discussed briefly in
Appendix D3.
3. layered correlations
Correlations looking in/out from a layered-
hierarchy of subsystem-boundaries may evolve.
A cross-cutting thread in modern physics today is that
of symmetry-breaking and boundary-emergence66. It lies
at the heart of quantum measurement and of vacuum cos-
mology, as well as our understanding of phase changes67,
nucleation/precipitation, and the physical evolution of
star/planetary systems68.
One can see also its signature in the evolution of bio-
geochemical systems, powered partly by available-work
from high-energy solar/stellar photons. In living systems,
work is already underway to follow the first two steps in
Chapter 9 of Sethna67, namely (i) identify broken sym-
metries associated with each layer of organization, and
(ii) define order parameters to track their developments.
In the process, we will also call attention to exciting and
largely unexplored prospects for considering multiple lay-
ers of organization at the same time.
a. emergent boundaries
In the steady-state gradient setup between the earth’s
planetary surface and its solar-system environment, bi-
FIG. 12: Each community member shows up as a dot, in each
of the six triangular projections.
layer membranes appear to have made possible the
symmetry-break between chemical-environments inside
and outside of our earliest microbes. Inward look-
ing (post-pair) molecule-correlations from the cell-
perspective thus take on evolutionary meaning only
when outward-looking cell-to-cell pair-correlations do the
same.
The replication of in-cell chemical correlations presum-
ably at some point went from analog to digital with
the evolution of the nucleic-acid/amino-acid system of
molecular-codes that is now largely ubiquitous in life on
earth. A similar transition from analog to digital idea
codes, of course, is likely underway today.
The much later development of multicelled lifeforms
was presumably predicated by the development of or-
gan surfaces, and of organism surface-boundaries like the
metazoan skin. These in turn opened the door in paral-
lel to the co-evolution of post-pair correlations between
organ systems and pair-correlations between individuals.
The physical boundaries that define metazoan commu-
nities beyond the skin are a bit more subtle. Perhaps the
first of these boundaries emerged when a subset of multi-
celled animals began to treat their young differently than
the young of other members of the same species. With
this break in symmetry, family gene-pools may have been
born as evolving structures, providing new traction for
the development of internal post-pair correlations be-
tween individuals, and external pair-correlations between
families.
Most recently, as mentioned earlier, idea-codes to me-
diate correlated organism-behaviors have taken on a life
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of their own with the development of language, phonetic
alphabet, printing, and most recently digital electronic
communications. The symmetry-break between individ-
uals who share your ideas, and those who don’t, is like-
wise giving rise to the evolution of mechanisms for com-
munication within and between cultures.
b. order parameters
The second task, of finding order parameters in these
areas, has a long and cross-disciplinary history. However
much work has concentrated on the buffering of correla-
tions one level at a time. The correlation-first approach
to complex-systems discussed here, therefore, might in-
spire students in physics classes to downstream help ex-
plore the utility of such order-parameters across multiple
layers of organization.
For example, multi-celled animals (metazoans) actively
assist in buffering correlations that look in and out from
at least the last three boundaries discussed in the pre-
vious section i.e. skin, family and culture. The sim-
plest possible multi-layer approach, therefore, might be
to explore the layer choice-multiplicity for individuals in
a given metazoan community.
One might imagine, correctly or not for example, that
certain spiders put a smaller fraction of their time and re-
sources toward attending to family matters and between-
family politics than do certain bears. If so the effective
freedom-of-choice (or niche-network layer-multiplicity)
for spiders in their communities may be smaller than the
layer choice-multiplicity for bears in theirs.
Moreover, following a natural disaster the task layer-
multiplicity for any given community type might be dis-
rupted further at least temporarily. In that sense task
layer-multiplicity might be considered a measure of com-
munity health and, in a more limited way, adaptability.
If we have a way to estimate the fraction fji of their
effort that individual j = 1, N manages to put into layer
i = 1, 6, where
∑
i fji = 1, then the building blocks of
this order parameter are each individual’s choice multi-
plicity wj (introduced in Appendix C2) and their cross-
multiplicity w∗j with respect to the community average
values 〈fi〉 ≡ (1/N)
∑
j fji:
wj ≡
6∏
i=1
(
1
fji
)fji
≤
6∏
i=1
(
1
〈fi〉
)fji
≡ w∗j . (D3)
For the population as a whole, the geometric averages of
these two quantities, namely:
Wchar ≡
N∏
j=1
(wj)
1
N ≤
N∏
j=1
(
w∗j
) 1
N ≡Wcm, (D4)
yield for the community a characteristic layer-
multiplicity Wchar (corresponding to the average layer-
uncertainty in log-probability space) and a center-of-
mass multiplicity Wcm (corresponding to the average
cross-entropy with respect to the community average),
which take on unit-less values between 1 and 6. The
ratio between the two corresponds to an average KL-
divergence, which speaks to niche-diversity within a given
population.
By way of example, the community in the figure is
drawn by random simplex-point picking to uniformly
span all possible niche-network layer-assignments. Its
center-of-mass multiplicity Wcm is about 6, suggesting
that all 6 correlation-layers are getting their share of at-
tention. However its characteristic layer-multiplicity is
Wchar ≃ 4.26, suggesting that individuals in such com-
munities may not typically be evolved to worry about six
layers at once. This may be a scientific way to say why
“It takes a village.”
Data on attention-fractions e.g. from self-reporting
and communications traffic might allow folks to track
the state of existing communities e.g. as a function of
environmental and policy changes, as well as to model
layer-evolution. Thus we offer it here as something that
students in physics classes might enjoy playing with, as
well something that might inspire future physics contri-
butions to important-problems in the study of complex
systems.
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